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Fiction:
Survive the Night by Riley Sager (6/29)
A college student unwittingly accepts a ride from the man who may be responsible for her friend’s murder

It’s Better This Way by Debbie Macomber (7/13)
A woman finds love again after a messy divorce in this heartwarming romance about family and moving on

China Room by Sunjeev Sahota (7/13)
A Punjabi woman in 1929 and an Anglo-Indian man in 1999 struggle to seek freedom from
the oppressive forces around them—based on the author’s family history

The Forest of Vanishing Stars by Kristin Harmel (7/6)
Kidnapped and raised in the wilderness, a young German woman helps a group of Jews
escape Nazi Germany

While We Were Dating by Jasmine Guillory (7/13)
An advertising executive and an actress pretend to date and end up with real feelings for
each other in this upbeat romance

The Final Girl Support Group by Grady Hendrix (7/13)
The ‘final girl’ horror film trope is fully realized when a killer stalks a survivors’ support group, picking them off one
by one

Nonfiction:
New Women in the Old West: From Settlers to Suffragists by Winifred Gallagher (7/20)
The role of women in the western United States, often overlooked, is highlighted in this engaging narrative

Life on the Line: Young Doctors Come of Age in a Pandemic by Emma
Goldberg (6/8)
A sobering portrait of six New York City medical students who graduate early to work on
the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic

The Reason for the Darkness of the Night: Edgar Allan Poe and the Forging
of American Science by John Tresch (L, 6/8)
A new biography of the gothic writer explores how the scientific knowledge of the day
influenced his work

Glory Days: The Summer of 1984 and the 90 Days That Changed Sports and
Culture Forever by L. Jon Wertheim (6/15)
An engaging nostalgia tour into summer 1984 and the events that shaped the modern sports industry

Fox and I: an Uncommon Friendship by Catherine Raven (7/6)
A biologist reflects on nature and solitude when she strikes up an unlikely kinship with a wild fox in rural Montana

The Woman They Could Not Silence by Kate Moore (H, L 6/22)
From the author of Radium Girls comes the riveting story of Elizabeth Packard, a housewife confined to an asylum
against her will.

